Motor responses evoked by microstimulation of restiform body in the cat.
Motor effects produced by microstimulation of restiform body (RB) were studied in acute unanesthetized cats, using tungsten electrodes for stimulating the peduncle and bipolar steel electrodes for recording muscular activity (EMG). The main results were the following. 1. Threshold microstimulation (18.24 microA +/- 8.77 S.D.) of effective foci within RB elicited single muscle contractions of ipsilateral limbs, primarily of forelimb; overthreshold activation (32.83 microA +/- 9.25S.D.) of the same points produced complex movements in 61.54% of cases that involved muscles of shoulder, neck, and trunk. 2. Single muscle contractions exhibited a mean latency (20.09 msec +/- 2.04 S.D.) which was significantly longer than that shown by complex movements (10.00 msec +/- 3.10 S.D.). Furthermore, a decrease in frequency of stimulating train below 300 Hz and a reduction in duration below 30 msec caused a steep rise of threshold for single muscle responses that was not observed when studying complex movements. 3. Acute RB interruption between stimulating electrode and cerebellum abolished single muscle contractions; conversely, complex movements remained unmodified even when the RB was lesioned in cats chronically submitted to interruption of brachium conjunctivum (BC). 4. The pathway involved in promoting RB induced single muscle activation includes interpositus nucleus, BC and rubrospinal tract. Possible modalities of RB afferent participation to the motor control are briefly discussed.